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	 Gay	Gibson	Cima’s	Early American Women Critics: Performance, Religion, Race	




















oratory,	 churches,	 and	 the	 theatre.	Cima	vividly	 depicts	 the	 literary	 realms	 in	which	
Judith	Sargent	Murray	tried	to	gain	recognition	despite	accusations	of	immorality	and	



















Cima’s	Early American Women Critics: Performance, Religion, Race	is	an	essential	work	
for	scholars	of	African	American	performance	and	literature,	and	it	holds	compelling	










Great Depression. Jarvis also considers the difficulty in constructing a strong male body 
politic	that	since	it	had	to	reimagine	a	physically	disabled	president	as	virile	and	masculine.	
Constructing	the	United	States	as	a	muscular	nation	also	required	transforming	Uncle	





 The containment of women of “easy virtue” in camps and official military brothels 
to	prevent	them	from	squandering	the	nation’s	manpower	accompanied	these	practices	of	
increased	surveillance	on	male	bodies.	Also,	wounded	bodies,	notes	Jarvis,	threatened	the	
burgeoning national manhood, though the Office of War Information in cooperation with 
Hollywood	studios	carefully	limited	their	exposure	to	audiences	in	Americans’	vicarious	
experience	of	the	war.	However,	postwar	popular	texts,	such	as	The Best Years of Our 
Lives	(1946)	and	The Men (1950),	offered	methods	of	remasculinizing	these	damaged	
bodies	 as	 bearing	 “wounds	of	 honor”	 and	 authored	 alternative	 forms	of	masculinity.	
Postwar memorialization of the war dead, of the participants, and, finally, of the entire 
“Greatest	Generation”	continues	to	celebrate	the	second	World	War	as	the	“good	war”	and	

























difficulty to possibility, all under the sign of white heterosexuality as an invisible racial 






historical specificity, there’s a tendency here for heterosexuality to default to something 
less	historical	and	more	general:	in	her	words,	“the	investment	of	sexual	difference	with	
erotic desire” (79). This is a far cry from how heterosexuality was defined, to choose just 
one	example,	in	1936	in	Funk and Wagnall’s New Standard Dictionary of the English 
Language: “depraved feeling toward the opposite sex.” This definition emerged from 
medical and scientific writing in which heterosexuality was birthed not as a norm, but as 
a	pathology,	a	pleasure	system	divorced	from	the	legitimating	context	of	reproduction.	





me, in anxious relation to an other. This is, of course, the common sense that Carter fights 

























sages	(as	in	Ren and Stimpy or SpongeBob SquarePants).	She	offers	a	balanced	analysis	








media visibility and the role of savvy consumers (as children control or influence billions 






















	 In	Good Girls and Wicked Witches,	Amy	M.	Davis	sets	out	to	defend	the	Disney	
Studio	against	what	she	calls	“often	angry—even	hysterical—[.	.	.]	polemics”	that	label	
Disney films “the cause of America’s social ills” (223). She adds that these “hysterical” 
polemicists	 “deal	 in	misinformation	 and	half-truths	 [rather]	 than	 engage	 in	 in-depth	
analysis”	 in	order	 to	accuse	Disney	of	“actively	promoting	passivity	and	stupidity	 in	
women as virtues” (229). These are certainly fighting words, but who exactly is Davis 
fighting. There are no footnotes identifying these angry hysterical critics, but the use of 





that she makes the unfortunate decision to refer to him throughout her book by his first 
name.	She	says	she	does	this	to	distinguish	between	him	and	his	studio,	but	the	use	of	
his first name establishes a sympathy between author and subject that suggests a lack 
of	objectivity	on	Davis’s	part.	For	Davis,	Walt	Disney	was	just	a	conservative	guy	who	
reflected the views toward women of his times. Actually, this is the crux of her argument. 
She maintains that the animated films produced by the Disney Studio from 1937 to 2005 
simply reflect societal views of women at the time of their release. Davis then goes on 















all out in films such as The Little Mermaid	(1989),	Aladdin	(1992),	Pocahontas	(1995),	
and	Mulan	 (1998).	Whereas	Davis	 thinks	she	has	demonstrated	 that	Disney’s	 female	
characters	are	largely	positive,	what	she	really	shows	is	that	they	represent	a	mixture	of	
progressive	and	regressive	traits.	
 It is perhaps the major flaw in Davis’s otherwise readable, if badly copy edited, 
study that she holds so firmly to an outdated “images of women” approach. This ap-
proach	was	popular	with	early	feminist	analysts	like	Molly	Haskell	in	From Reverence 
to Rape: The Treatment of Women in the Movies	and	Marjorie	Rosen	in	Popcorn Venus	




days, feminists have concluded that film images are rarely, if ever, entirely positive or 
negative,	and	Hollywood	in	particular	is	adept	at	luring	audiences	in	with	fantasy	bribes	
only to recuperate this progressivity for patriarchy by the film’s end. Thus, film images 
represent	a	complex	negotiation	between	competing	 ideological	positions.	To	defend	
Disney films as Davis does is really only to foreground their progressive elements and 
minimize	regressive	aspects.	
 So many problems with Disney film portrayals of girls and women emerge from 
Davis’s analysis that it is difficult to see how she can possibly conclude that the image 
of	women	presented	is	“largely	positive	in	its	overall	make-up.”	Female	characters	are	
almost	 always	placed	 in	competition	with	each	other	or	 even	worse	are	presented	as	
bitter	enemies	with	one	woman	out	to	destroy	the	other.	Women	act	with	men	and	for	




into their traditional domestic roles by the film’s end. Are these really what Davis sees 
as	“largely	positive”	images?	Davis	can	defend	Disney’s	animated	heroines	as	strenu-
ously	as	she	wishes	and	perhaps	“hysterically”	attack	the	nameless	critics	who	point	to	























defined in opposition to adulthood, yet embodying adult preoccupations with asexual 
innocence,	 organic	wholeness,	 vulnerability,	 spontaneity,	 intuitive,	malleability,	 and	
connections	with	nature.	
 Superficially, the two approaches could scarcely be more divergent, one dealing 
with	 “real”	 children,	 the	 other	with	 adult	 representations.	In	 fact,	 the	 approaches	 are	

























sphere, and naturalizing racial and gender hierarchies by configuring the “national child” 
as	implicitly	white	and	male.	Yet	she	also	shows	how	the	dominant	nineteenth-century	
configuration of the child metaphor was contested in abolitionist fiction, the sentimental 
novel,	regional	writing,	and	anti-imperialist	commentary,	and	how	the	child	as	“a	rich	
site of cultural meaning and social inscription” was used by figures as diverse as William 
Wells	Brown,	Charles	Sumner	(in	the	1849	Massachusetts	school	segregation	case,	Sarah 
























	 In	her	 latest	volume,	Werner	draws	upon	diaries,	 letters,	and	reminiscences	of	a	
hundred boys and girls between the ages of five and 16 to document young peoples’ 
participation	in	the	Revolution	and	the	far-reaching	ways	that	it	altered	their	lives.	The	










and	disruptions	 (including	 the	 rape	of	young	girls),	but	 it	also	gave	young	people	an	
unprecedented	degree	of	autonomy	and	adult-like	responsibilities.	
University	of	Houston	 Steven	Mintz




















































































	 Historical Atlas of California	should	have	broad	appeal	and	provides	a	useful	update	
and	supplement	to	David	Hornbeck’s	California Patterns: A Geographical and Historical 








understand basketball’s cultural significance, race always matters.





















flamboyance. His stardom plugged into Boston’s continued racial and ethnic tensions. 
Knight’s	teams	at	Indiana	University	thrived	by	sublimating	individualist	impulses.	He	
became an icon of a simpler, more rural, whiter Hoosier history. When he was fired in 
September	2000	after	repeated	abuses,	he	won	passionate	defenders,	because	his	conser-
vative, militaristic image reflected a sense of white control.




faults the exploitative, inefficient, “amateur” player development model in the United 
States,	dominated	by	sneaker	companies	and	universities.	
	 Throughout	the	book,	Lane	maintains	this	balanced,	measured	approach	to	basket-
ball’s	transformations.	Under the Boards does	not	break	so	much	new	conceptual	ground	










be	assessed	and	evaluated	as	to	what	race	they	“really”	are.	In	Pure Beauty: Judging 











contact with influential people afforded.



















believe and what people are justified in believing. Lacking, as well, is engagement with 
feminist issues regarding the objectification of women’s bodies inherent in all beauty 
pageants	and	their	attending	cultures	(although	she	does	note	the	feminist	objections).	
King-O’Riain	 seems	unaware	 of	 how	 racism	 against	 Japanese-Americans,	 including	


































 There are only two quibbles that I have with this book. The first one is glaring. The 
central	problem	of	the	book	are	its	citations,	or	should	I	say,	the	lack	thereof.	The	key	


























does discuss him briefly, he fails to engage the major claims Niebuhr advanced. While an 





























ity	than	disjunction,	arguing	in	The Making of Racial Sentiment	that	frontier	romances	
portrayed American Indians in ways that prefigured subsequent literary representations 










ing of Racial Sentiment.	Tawil’s	illuminating	treatment	of	race	theory	is	a	synthesis	of	
and	contribution	 to	existing	scholarship,	and	 it	makes	 important	distinctions	between	
“nation”	and	“race,”	cultural	and	essentialized	views	of	human	difference.	Racial	sci-
ence takes up the first third of the book, and the subsequent readings of frontier novels 
are	largely	worth	the	wait	insofar	as	they	elaborate	in	new	ways	the	problematic	racial	





























salvific wish has been an attempt to create a safe space for black intimacy, rather than 
embrace	the	vulnerabilities	accompanying	an	unbridled	sexuality.
	 As	her	thesis	unfolds,	however,	Jenkins	provides	a	not	so	subtle	critiquing	of	the	









 Jenkins’s thesis is finally rendered complete by her clear noting of the irony that 


















 And yet, the salvific wish does not represent the entire black race, according to 
Jenkins,	so,	in	reading	her,	the	reader	has	to	make	a	necessary	shift	to	a	dynamic	frame	







views	of	black	 intimacy	and	sexuality	 in	 the	 twentieth	century,	a	period	 that	 Jenkins	
views as being filled with tension surrounding black intimacy and sexuality. The novels, 
all	by	women,	are	chosen	for	their	ability	to	capture	the	essence	of	the	black	struggle	
with	sexual	vulnerability	at	strategic	historic	moments.	The	novels	that	Jenkins	features	
are	Ann	Petry’s	The Street,	Toni	Morrison’s	Sula	 and	Paradise,	Alice	Walker’s	The 
Color Purple,	and	Gayle	Jones’s	Eva Man.	Jenkins	chooses	women	novelists	because,	






the salvific wish, and focuses on it in her analysis of Walker’s The Color Purple and 
Morrison’s	Paradise. Jenkins’s	chapters in	Private Lives	are	organized	around	the	novels,	




another. Two representative examples suffice for this review. In Petrie’s The Street,	Lutie,	






the salvific wish, is ever cognizant of the ease with which she can succumb to the sexual 
instincts	by	which	her	whorish	mother	is	victimized,	and	so,	Helene	goes	to	great	length	
to protect her own daughter, Nel, from the remotest possibilities of flirting with woman’s 
improprieties.	Furthermore,	Jenkins	critically	observes	that	sometimes	in	the	novels,	the	
characters’	binary	oppositional	roles	are	reversed,	even	dissolved.	Throughout	Private 
Lives . . . the binary opposite characters, contextualized by the salvific wish, take wind-
ing	turns,	represented	by	examples	of	sexual	propriety	vs.	sexual	immorality,	spurred	by	
class	differences;	to	oppositions	between	traditional	gender-conscious	family	roles	vs.	




concept of the “salvific wish,” which appears in Chapter 5. Initially, the salvific wish is 
presented	in	the	text	as	the	repression	and	bridling	of	sexual	expression,	giving	the	reader	
the	impression	of	a	subdued,	controlled	sexuality.	In	Chapter	5,	however,	the	reader	is	





concept, the “salvific wish.”
	 Stylistically,	in	Private Lives	Jenkins	writes	in	a	sophisticated	scholarly	style	and	
















Louisiana,	 and	on	Cienfuegos	 and	Santa	Clara	 province	 in	 central	Cuba,	Degrees of 
Freedom	emphasizes	the	constant	exchange	of	people	and	ideas	between	the	two	regions.	
















Americans	 but	 racialized	marginalization,	 both	 in	military	 operations	 abroad,	 and	 in	
national	acquiescence	to	white	supremacy	at	home.




Enslaved black Cubans solidified their position in the public sphere of the nation by taking 
up	arms	alongside,	and	in	many	cases,	commanding	European	and	Asian	comrades.	Ties	
of loyalty forged during the war with black officers translated into post-war influence in 
loyalty,	labor,	and	cross-racial	alliances	that	precluded	social	marginalization—as	the	





















men with white officers to help end the attempted secession of eleven southern states. 
Slaveholding secessionists at once issued death threats against the officers and men of 
these	regiments,	based,	they	said,	on	the	seceded	states’	antebellum	laws.	On	several	oc-













black soldiers whose white officers surrendered entire units to the Confederates in northern 
Alabama and Georgia late in 1864. Surrender before hand-to-hand fighting occurred no 
doubt saved the lives of many black soldiers, most of whom spent the final months of the 
war working on the fortifications of Mobile, although many others among them, former 
slaves,	found	military	captivity	easy	to	escape	and	managed	to	return	to	their	regiments	
before the end of the war. Such surrender and survival was only possible when officers 
on	both	sides	“kept	 their	men	well	 in	hand,”	as	 the	military	phrase	went.	Otherwise,	
Confederates	exhibited	the	same	tendencies	that	they	displayed	after	the	war,	when	they	
and	their	descendants	used	lynching	as	a	means	of	social	control	throughout	the	South.

















relations and less wandering from one battlefield atrocity to the next.
U.S.	Army	Center	of	Military	History	 William	A.	Dobak
MAKING	A	NEW	SOUTH:	Race,	Leadership,	 and	Community	 after	 the	Civil	War.	
Edited	by	Paul	A.	Cimbala	and	Barton	C.	Shaw.	Gainesville:	University	Press	of	Florida.	
2007.
	 In	Making a New South,	editors	Paul	A.	Cimbala	and	Barton	C.	Shaw	assemble	an	













in specific communities, enabling the authors to tease out the combination of local and 
national	conditions	which	buffeted	their	subjects	in	their	quests	to	remake	the	South.	In	










































photo of Whitman, bearded, be-hatted, and buttoned into a cardigan, butterfly perched on 












fame	and	celebrity	(the	 latter	cast	as	a	“democratization”	of	 the	former).	 In	a	section	






figures such as Braudy and P. David Marshall but makes little use of the theoretically 
rigorous Jennifer Wicke and Loren Glass, no use of Aaron Jaffe. The specificity of Blake’s 
concerns	might	have	been	clearer	had	he	engaged	with	these	critics;	as	it	stands,	it	is	not	

























	 Drawing	productively	on	a	pair	of	his	prior	books—The Whoopee John Wilfahrt 
Dance Band	(1992)	and	German Bohemians, The Quiet Immigrants	(1995)—Rippley’s	
well-researched	Chemnitzer	study	traces	the	instrument	from	its	German	origins	to	its	
establishment	in	the	American	Midwest,	considers	its	diffusion	throughout	the	region	by	




record, radio, and television. Amassing hard-won evidence from field research with 
concertina	players	and	makers	 in	Germany	and	America,	Rippley	likewise	constructs	
the instrument’s story from business records, correspondence, promotional fliers, trade 
journals,	and	photographs—hundreds	of	them!	Nearly	every	page	is	enriched	with	several	
images,	most	accompanied	by	succinct	remarks	detailing	some	phase	of	the	instrument’s	
history or profiling one of its players. In addition, a trio of appendices offers portraits of 
201	inductees	to	the	Concertina	Hall	of	Fame,	album	covers	for	141	concertina-driven	
polka	bands,	and	color	plates	of	48	concertina	models	extending	from	the	1830s	to	the	
early	21st	century.	Hence	The Chemnitzer Concertina	succeeds	as	both	A History	and	a	
richly	illustrated	encyclopedia.
	 Rippley’s	book	is	also,	as	he	puts	it,	An Accolade.	His	warm	relationship	with	scores	
of	 concertina	players	 is	 evident	 throughout.	Their	personal	 collections	and	collective	
memories	constitute	the	critical	“archive”	upon	which	the	book	is	based,	and	they	will	
likely figure as its primary market. Yet this book belongs in every university library and 







SETTLING SCORES: German Music, Denazification, and the Americans, 1945–1953. 
By	David	Monod.	Chapel	Hill:	University	of	North	Carolina	Press.	2005.	
	 Given	its	title,	historian	David	Monod’s	book	Settling Scores	runs	the	unfortunate	
danger	of	being	confused	with	Settling the Score	(Ned	Rorem,	1988),	or	Settling the Score	
(Kathryn	Kalinak,	1992),	or	Settling New Scores	(Felix	Meyer,	ed.,	1998)	and	perhaps	
also	Settling the Score	(Michael	Oliver,	ed.,	1999).	But	Monod’s	subtitle,	“German	Mu-
sic, Denazification, and the Americans, 1945–1953,” places it firmly in the company of 
works	like	Michael	Kater’s	The Twisted Muse: Musicians and Their Music in the Third 
Reich	(1997)	and	Pamela	Potter’s	Most German of the Arts: Musicology and Society from 
the Weimar Republic to the End of Hitler’s Reich	(1998),	or	alongside	recent	work	that	
overlaps	Monod’s,	like	Toby	Thacker’s	Music After Hitler, 1945–55	(2007),	or	my	own	
New Music, New Allies	(2006).
	 The	nature	of	the	book’s	rich	thesis	is	multifold:	addressing	the	day-to-day	reality	
of	military	government’s	staggering	bureaucracy;	the	seriously	confused	procedures	of	
“denazification” and “reeducation”; the ineffectiveness of promoting American music; the 
dangerous	temptation	of	censorship	in	a	post-dictatorship	situation;	the	tension	between	
American	and	European	values	regarding	culture	versus	entertainment;	and	much	more.	
Monod’s	 story	 adds	 to	 the	 politicized	 biographies	 of	 its	 prominent	 protagonists—in	


















during final proofreading, but overall the book is expertly designed and beautifully pro-
duced. Most significantly, the quality of this book’s scholarship is impeccable. Monod’s 
research	is	based	on	myriad	materials	in	ten	German	and	six	American	archives,	over	a	
dozen	sets	of	additional	private	papers,	eyewitness	interviews,	and	the	citation	of	nearly	



























after	 their	arrival,	Anna	began	 to	ask	 the	questions,	which	became	 the	 foundation	of	








































	 Sara	Doris’s	Pop Art and the Contest Over American Culture	provides	a	compelling	
reevaluation	of	Pop,	especially	in	terms	of	how	it—and	the	critical	discourse	surround-


















was	 that	Pop’s	more	 critically	 subversive	 overtures—evident	 in	Warhol’s	 death	 and	
disaster	pictures	of	car	crashes	and	race	riots,	and	Rosenquist’s	F-111	(1964–1965),	a	
gigantic mural-sized painting of a Vietnam era fighter-bomber interspersed with images 









and	meeting	 the	demands	of	 the	authorizers	and	funders	(see	Creating Public Value: 







visual world. Consequently, his readings of images are magnificently rich in references 
to	art	trends,	race	and	class,	boundary-making,	nation-building,	philosophy,	economic	
desires, and sheer visual energy. He finds a “recalcitrant ingenuity” (193) in the work of 
the	survey	artists	which	requires	vigorous	interpretation	to	describe	their	direct	programs	
and	their	rebellious	indirection.






and marker of Manifest Destiny. A fascinating discussion of the use of fireworks on the 
ground	and	stars	in	the	art	to	mark	longitude	pulls	together	the	competing	motives	on	the	
project.






melodramatic images of destruction and show cracks, fissures and details not easily seen. 
This choice leaves a need for scientific expertise provided in lectures by his boss, W. J. 
McGee. The images, aiming at a sober scientific appeal, also provide potent portraits of 
the cracks fissures in society from labor and racial unrest. Many readers will find this 
chapter	the	most	interesting	of	a	compelling	book.	Though	there	may	be	some	debate	







	 Sandy	Isenstadt	refers	to	his	book,	The Modern American House, Spaciousness and 
Middle-Class	Identity	as	a	“polemic.”
		 His	argument	is	 that	 in	the	early	nineteenth	century	the	size	of	a	house	was	less	
significant than its autonomy. However, during the course of the nineteenth century and 
through	to	the	1950s,	as	more	houses	were	illustrated	in	popular	magazines,	the	middle	
class became dissatisfied with the small size of its houses.
	 Architects,	landscape	architects,	and	interior	designers	addressed	this	condition	by	






















	 The	book	 is	 engagingly	written	and	 full	of	 fascinating	 information.	However,	 it	
























well as what spaciousness meant and many other topics. But the part is also defined by 
how it fits into the whole. Thus, one can well ask whether design professionals, while 
they	were	dealing	with	spaciousness,	were	also	devising	parallel	strategies	in	language,	









novels, plays, films, and television programs, many of them written or produced by those 
with	ties	to	the	1930s	Group	Theatre	or	similar	leftist	cultural	projects,	and	most	of	them	
taking	the	family	as	their	subject.	What	the	stories	share,	Smith	argues,	is	an	interest	in	
defining, probing, and interrogating the American democratic experience. They all ask, 
“who	belongs”	to	the	American	community,	and	“who	doesn’t”?	
	 Within	 this	context,	Smith	divides	 the	stories	 into	 three	groups.	“Looking	back”	














will be grateful for its specificity, for its catchy labels, and for its sensible organizing of 
two	decades	of	American	history.		
	 Not	 surprisingly,	Smith	 approaches	 her	 subject	 through	 a	 system	of	 values	 that	
allows	her	to	measure	and	judge	the	stories	she	presents.	She	is	critical	of	stories	that	
emphasize	individuals	rather	than	groups,	self-help	rather	than	solidarity,	the	psychologi-










(1953)	an	inadequate	“substitute	for	race”	(273)?	Should	Death of a Salesman	(1949)	be	
framed	as	a	work	that	helped	make	racial	experience	invisible?	
 If Smith finds the glass half empty most of the time, it may be because of the method 
she uses to find meaning in the stories. Rather than tell the stories and interpret the narra-
tives	she	constructs,	Smith	frames	the	text	(knowledge	of	which	is	assumed,	or	presented	





























against	Mexicans.	Eduardo	O.	Pagan’s	Murder at the Sleepy Lagoon: Zoot Suits, Race, 




















C.	Vaca’s	The Presumed Alliance: The Unspoken Conflict between Latinos and Blacks 














	 This	dense—227	pages	of	 text	 abetted	by	184	pages	of	 footnotes—passionately	



































1981 as a significant watershed in the history of U.S.-Middle East relations and the 
history	of	U.S.	nationalism	since	1945.	In	Taken Hostage, David	Farber	builds	on	these	



































fifth volume to appear in Oxford University Press’s much acclaimed but also troubled 
History of the United States series. The first four volumes set an impressive standard—
two	Pulitzer	Prize	winners,	a	third	Pulitzer	nomination,	and	a	1997	Bancroft	Prize	for	










































that	his	 fellow	citizens	have	 forgotten	 the	virtues	of	pluralism,	 the	evils	of	unbridled	

















	 Put	into	context,	American Liberalism piggy-backs	on	a	distinguished	lineage	of	
mid-century	books.	Richard	Hofstadter’s	The American Political Tradition (1948),	Arthur	





	 More	contemporaneously,	American Liberalism comes	across	a	scholarly	version	of	
the	many	“political”	books	that	appear	in	election	years.	And	like	these	books,	it	sometimes	

















“different vs. deficit” hypothesis. In Word From the Mother	noted	linguist	and	scholar,	
Geneva Smitherman, clearly situates herself on the side of the different-but-not-deficient 
view	of	Black	English,	which	she	refers	to	as	African	American	Language	(AAL).	Her	






























 In her own identification with African American Language (AAL), Smitherman 








	 And	Smitherman	 lays	 bare	 all	 of	 the	 secular	 language	of	 hip-hop,	 in	 particular,	
and AAL, in general, by reflecting the profanity lacing that seems natural in everyday 
African	American	street	talk	and	in	much	of	hip-hop	culture.	After	all,	black	culture,	in	
the	true	African	way,	blends	the	sacred	and	the	secular,	as	Smitherman	writes	elsewhere	
with	Jack	Daniel	in	a	1976	Quarterly Journal of Speech	article	titled,	“How	I	Got	Over:	
Communication	Dynamics	in	the	Black	Community,”	an	article	which	I	have	referenced	







book,	The Rhythms	of Black Folk,	the	trickster	is	the	“core	cultural	carrier”	among	black	












 While demonstrating the duplicitous nature of African American culture, reflected 
in	AAL,	Smitherman,	at	the	same	time,	shows	that	she	is	keenly	aware	of	the	ideological	
























Word From the Mother	Smitherman	engages	a	discussion	that	combines	both	ideological	
and	pedagogical	issues.	Challenging	the	historical	view	that	AAL	is	a	deterrent	to	black	



























way the collection flies in the face of antifeminist platitudes about women’s studies as 
outdated	and	ethnocentric.	In	these	ways,	the	book	is	extremely	useful	as	an	additive	or	
antidote	to	some	of	those	trade-publication	introductions	to	feminism;	assign	it	alongside	
Full Frontal Feminism or Manifesta in	undergrad	courses.	For	a	grad	course	in	gender	























their	own,	however,	 they	 fail	 to	offer	a	compelling	analysis	of	 the	predicaments	 that	
academic	feminisms	now	face.	
Oklahoma	State	University	 Carol	Mason	
